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About
Why Solana Handbook?
Solana was introduced by Anatoly Yakovenko in 2017 when the Solana Whitepaper
[10] was published. However, the whitepaper is no longer up-to-date and we haven’t
found documentation that would meet our needs - to provide study material for the
Summer School of Solana.
That is why this handbook was created. Its purpose is to introduce the reader to the
Solana blockchain. It should serve as an entry point for new Solana developers or
blockchain enthusiasts wishing to learn about Solana.
First, the general terminology of blockchain technology is explained. Then the
Solana blockchain is introduced, all the core concepts are thoroughly explained,
and the programming model is shown. In the end, a sample of the ecosystem
projects is showcased. Therefore this handbook should be a good starting point for
learning about Solana. If you find any mistakes or would like to expand the
handbook, any comments are welcome.

Authors
This handbook was created with love by Ackee Blockchain, its authors are Andrea
Nováková, Tibor Tribus, Vladimír Marcin and Ondřej Řeháček. It is based on a master
thesis of Lukáš Kozák under the supervision of Josef Gattermayer, Ph.D., assistant
professor at the Faculty of Information Technology, Czech Technical University in
Prague and CEO of Ackee Blockchain.
Ackee Blockchain is a blockchain security company founded in 2021, specializing in
audits and other security assessments. Its team of experts performs Ethereum and
Solana audits and develops open-source security frameworks such as Woke or
Trdelnik.
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By running free certification courses: the School of Solana and the School of
Solidity, Ackee Blockchain contributes to a stronger blockchain ecosystem by
sharing knowledge.
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1. Blockchain terminology
This section introduces blockchain technology and explains key terminology.

Blockchain
A blockchain can be thought of as a series of blocks or an append-only data
structure that resembles an ordered back-linked linked list, which uses hashes as
pointers to previous blocks (Figure 1.1). This structure consists of blocks that form a
chain, hence the term blockchain. It can be easily concluded that it is a very simple
data structure.

Figure 1.1: General Scheme of Blockchain [4]

Block
Block is a data structure that contains a header comprising three items – the hash
of the previous block’s header, metadata and a Merkle root [5]. Metadata depends
on the protocol. The Merkle root is a root of the well-known Merkle tree, which can
be used to verify later that transactions in a block have not been tampered with.
After the header comes the core part of the block, the transaction.

Transaction
Transaction is a protocol-defined message that is stored as a part of a block, which
is then stored as a part of a blockchain. The content usually consists of some kind
of value transfer or on-chain program execution. Transactions are cryptographically
7
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signed by their authors, proving their authenticity. In the case of a value transfer,
ownership of the funds or tokens often represents some value in the real world.

Protocol
Protocol is a common set of rules network nodes must follow. It defines things like
communication between P2P (Peer-to-Peer) nodes, transaction format for everyone
intending to use the network, any special features, and everything else for the
network to operate correctly and for the users to know how to transact over the
network. An essential part of a good protocol for a decentralized blockchain
network is the proper incentive setup; this creates the need for its native coin.

Coin
Coins motivate participation in the network. They are usually paid with every new
block to miners or validators for their help in securing the network. Without the
proper incentives, any decentralized blockchain network falls apart.

Nodes
Node is a term from graph theory or distributed systems; it is a single participant in
a network. The nodes communicate with each other according to the protocol and
in a P2P manner forming the whole blockchain network. There might be more types
of nodes that are not equal, e.g., validator nodes securing the network or pure RPC
(Remote Procedure Call) nodes used only to query the network and post new
transactions. Their functions may overlap.

Consensus
To agree on a certain state of a blockchain, network nodes need to reach a
consensus. We assume there are malicious nodes in the network. Therefore, the
system must be able to withstand not only simple node failures but also attacks to
a certain extent. BFT (Byzantine Fault Tolerant) is thus a desired property of such a
distributed system.
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Currently, only three viable consensus families can be used in practice. The first is
the classic PBFT-like (Practical BFT) algorithm family [6]. The second is a so-called
Nakamoto consensus, which couples a Sybil protection mechanism of Proof-of-Work
with the longest-chain rule, a novel consensus invented by Satoshi Nakamoto for
Bitcoin in 2008 [2]. The third and newest family of consensus protocols known
today is called Snow. Yet it is better known by its implementation name – Avalanche
Consensus [7], introduced in 2018 and used for the Avalanche cryptocurrency.

Sybil Resistance
To prevent a single entity from taking over the network, there must be a mechanism
put in place so that no one can just spawn more nodes that can mine or vote
(depending on the network) and thus subvert the network reputation system. These
dishonest nodes would be able to out-vote honest nodes and start censoring
transactions, approving invalid transactions, or changing the entire protocol.
Currently,

the

two

most

common

Sybil

resistance

mechanisms are PoW

(Proof-of-Work) and PoS (Proof-of-Stake). The former employs a model where
miners in the network are given a chance to mine a block that is proportional to their
hashing power in the network and is used in Bitcoin [8]. The latter is a new type of
model for voting-based networks, where a validator is given the power of their vote
proportionally to staked coins.

Security
Consensus and Sybil resistance mechanism are often confused as the same thing,
which is not true and is worth pointing out. One works in conjunction with the other.
Let’s look at how this works in both PoW-based and PoS-based networks.
Consider what makes Bitcoin, a PoW-based network, theoretically secure – it is the
fact that only the longest chain is respected, also commonly known as the longest
chain rule. This is why the consensus is called, as mentioned before, the Nakamoto
consensus.
For a PoS-based network, the Sybil resistance mechanism is usually associated with
a variant of a PBFT-like algorithm or the novel Avalanche consensus.
9
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Smart contracts
A smart contract is a piece of code deployed on a blockchain with a
cryptographically signed transaction. Users can then interact with it by sending
transactions that invoke a specific function defined in the smart contract and the
business logic is executed as stated in the deployed code [9].
Data relevant to the smart contract state are also stored on the blockchain. Hence
we can look at smart contracts as programs on a decentralized computer that
access files in its file system and modify them according to the predefined rules. If
such a contract is made immutable, we can trust that the smart contract will not do
anything else than what it is supposed to do.
It is worth noting that apart from storing the blockchain itself, each node creates a
state as a result of transaction execution. The final state is the result of all
processed transactions and can always be deterministically recreated from the
blockchain history.
Code is compiled for a predefined ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) and executed in
a VM (Virtual Machine) which understands it. The mentioned VM is a special runtime
environment similar to well-known VMs such as JVM (Java Virtual Machine) or CLR
(Common Language Runtime) from Microsoft’s .NET ecosystem. The most commonly
known VM for smart contracts, which is used by Ethereum [3], is EVM (Ethereum
Virtual Machine); it includes its very own instruction set specialized for the needs of
smart contracts.
Only transactions involving smart contract execution need to be processed by the
VM. The standard execution path is to prepare the relevant smart contract data and
smart contract byte code, launch the VM with said data and code, and observe
possible failures. If the execution succeeds, the changes to the smart contract
data made in the VM are taken, and the state outside the VM is changed; otherwise,
the changes are discarded and the next transaction continues.
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2. Solana introduction
Solana was founded by Anatoly Yakovenko in 2017 when the Solana Whitepaper [10]
was published. It describes a novel clock mechanism for distributed systems called
PoH (Proof-of-History) as a technique for keeping time between computers that do
not trust each other. They were able to demonstrate this mechanism [11] on a
testnet with a gigabit network and 150 nodes processing an average of 200
thousand TPS (transactions per second) with bursts over 500 thousand. Compared
with Bitcoin’s maximum throughput of 7 TPS and Ethereum’s maximum capacity of
15 TPS [12].
Since this proof of concept, Solana has been developed into a fully functional
blockchain smart contract platform and strives towards adoption.
Solana’s main value proposition is solving the blockchain trilemma [1], i.e., delivering
scalability, decentralization, and security without sacrificing any of the three
mentioned features.

Solana is a single-chain blockchain using a slightly changed PBFT consensus called
Tower BFT with Proof-of-Stake as a Sybil protection mechanism.
Leaders are known one full epoch in advance; their rotation is a function of the
blockchain data. An epoch is a series of 432,000 slots, where the slot is a term for
the time period the block is in the making by the leader.
The blocks are streamed as something called entries, so the creation of the block by
the leader and the verification of the block by others can happen in parallel. Solana
officially launched its mainnet, still labeled as beta, in March 2020. The native coin
that incentivizes validator nodes and protects the network from spam by paying
transaction fees with it is called SOL.
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2.1 Comparison to Ethereum
Solana is a smart contract platform. Compared to Ethereum, smart contracts on
Solana are called Programs. They can be executed in parallel. Parallelization is one of
the key differences from other platforms. While Ethereum can be considered a
single-threaded distributed computing platform, Solana can be viewed as a
multi-threaded one.
Solana makes itself clear to focus on improving scalability from the engineering
perspective. It is rethinking and reengineering core parts that were first seen in
Ethereum and making them parallel and optimized, including the usage of Nvidia
CUDA to speed up certain parts of the code and invent its own specialized
horizontally scalable database system for state storage and other things that are
supposed to make it possible to reach maximum TPS practically only bounded by
the network throughput, memory throughput and the number of CUDA cores in
modern Nvidia GPUs. Therefore over time, it should scale with better hardware
available on the market and internet connectivity in the world.

2.2 Rust Development
Solana’s ecosystem revolves around the Rust programming language and its
ecosystem. The main and only implementation of the node software is written in it.
Also, Solana programs are almost exclusively written in Rust. Although there is no
technical barrier preventing from using C or C++, Rust is the most supported
language for developing on Solana. All the libraries and supporting code that can be
found are written in it, leaving practically no other option.
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3. Core concepts
There are eight core concepts introduced in Solana that are supposed to make it as
fast as developers claim. This section tries to cover them in as much detail as
possible. Unfortunately, finding a proper explanation of some of the details is not
always possible. Some of these are not yet or not fully implemented, so the source
code does not answer the questions that arise while studying them.

3.1 Proof-of-History (PoH) –Virtual Clocks
Agreement on time in distributed systems has always been problematic. First, a
high-level overview of this concept is described, followed by an in-depth
description.
Solana leverages the so-called Proof-of-History (PoH) mechanism to synchronize
local virtual clocks on all nodes [10]. PoH ensures that the timestamp in any message
can be trusted and that any timeouts in the consensus protocol can be avoided
because everyone knows the time and knows whether to start a new round of
consensus or not. PoH allows minimizing the block time as there’s no waiting
overhead. In other words, thanks to synchronized clocks, communication can be
replaced by local computation.
To prevent validators from skipping the validator that comes before them, PoH is
used to force all validators to spend a minimum amount of time before they can
even submit their block. Thus, if validator B follows validator A, B cannot attempt to
skip A by chaining off its previous block because B has to run the Proof-of-History
algorithm at least as long as A does, so A gets a fair chance to submit their block.

Verifiable Delay Function (VDF)
PoH is based on a Verifiable Delay Function (VDF). Specifically, Solana uses a
recursive pre-image resistant SHA256 VDF, where the output of one SHA256
iteration is recursively used as the next iteration’s input.
13
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To create a block, the producer needs to compute the VDF with all new messages to
be included in the block:
Message1 → Hash1
Hash1 + Message2 → Hash2
Hash2 + Message3 → Hash3
…
Hashn-1 + Messagen → Hashn

Observations:
1. From PoH, we have a proof of the Lower Bound on the time of Messagei (i.e.,
Messagei must have taken place after Hashi−1).
2. From PoH, we have a proof of the Upper Bound on the time of Messagei (i.e.,
Messagei must have taken place before Hashi).
3. Points 1 and 2 prove the exact order of the messages, which implies that VDF
not only provides us virtual clocks, but everyone can trust the order of
events.

Phases of PoH:
1. Evaluation phase (leader): computation on only one CPU core as it is a strictly
sequential computation by definition. This takes:
Total number of hashes
Hashes per second for 1 core

2. Verification phase (voters): the block can be checked in parallel using GPU
with thousands of cores as it can be easily sliced and the intermediate
hashes are known; this takes:
Total number of hashes
Hashes per second for 1 core * Number of cores available
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Thus, it can be concluded that PoH is difficult to produce but easy to verify. These
are two important factors that are crucial for the use of PoH – it is not easy to
falsify the PoH, but once it is finished, any validator can verify the results very
quickly.

3.2 Tower BFT (TBFT) –PoH-based PBFT
As a consensus algorithm, Solana uses the Tower BFT (TBFT), which is a custom
implementation of the well-known Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)
algorithm published in 1999 by Miguel Castro and Barbara Liskov [6].
PBFT consensus rounds are divided into three main phases (pre-prepare, prepare
and commit); see Figure 1.2. A detailed description is beyond the scope of this
handbook.

Figure 1.2: Normal operation of PBFT [6]
PBFT is focused on satisfying the properties of safety (results are valid and
identical at all non-faulty nodes) and liveness (nodes that don’t fail always produce
a result). The safety guarantee is possible due to the deterministic nature of the
process (executed on every node). The liveness guarantee is possible due to the
View-change process. The network will not be stopped unless there are too many
byzantine nodes. View-change allows nodes to switch leaders if they appear to be
malicious or faulty.
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View-change
View-changes are carried out when a leader appears to have failed, and so another
node attempts to take his place by initiating an election process. It gets triggered
by timeouts that prevent nodes from waiting indefinitely for requests to execute.
In addition, the timeout is postponed whenever the protocol detects that nodes are
reaching an agreement on the current block.

TBFT vs. PBFT
TBFT is a derivation of PBFT, which differs in one fundamental thing. PoH provides a
global source of time before consensus is reached and can therefore be used to
enforce the exponentially-increasing timeouts introduced in the original PBFT
algorithm. No messages are needed as the PoH itself enforces them.
The procedure is as follows. Voting on a new block is restricted to a fixed time
period counted in hashes, this unit of time is called a slot. At the moment and with
the current network settings, if we convert the number of PoH hashes to time, it is
approximately 400ms for one slot. Thus every 400ms, a new potential rollback point
occurs, but each new block that is voted on doubles the amount of time the
network would have to stall before unrolling the original vote.
Consider that each validator has voted 32 times in the last few ~12 seconds (32 ·
0.4). The vote 12 seconds ago now has a timeout of 232 slots, which converted to
years with a constant time of a slot of 400ms, is roughly 54 years (232 ·
0.4/86400/365). A transaction with 32 confirmations is also considered finalized.

3.3 Turbine –Block Propagation Protocol
Turbine is a name for a smart block propagation protocol that reduces the time
needed for block propagation and the overall message complexity reducing the
communication overhead of a node.
Turbine is a multi-layer propagation protocol. First, nodes in the network are divided
into small partitions called neighborhoods. Nodes within a particular neighborhood
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are responsible for sharing received data with other nodes in the same
neighborhood and propagating the data to a small number of nodes in other
neighborhoods (Figure 1.3 and 1.4). The data unit shared is called a shred, and one
block is constituted of many shreds.
The partitioning of nodes into neighborhoods and how exactly are shreds shared
within and out of their neighborhoods are implementation details.
Since we are in an adversarial environment, any node can decide not to rebroadcast
the received shreds or broadcast incorrect data. These two problems are solved
with a series of countermeasures:
●

Forward

Error

Code

(FEC),

specifically the Erasure Code, helps by

broadcasting a block with more shreds than initially needed to reconstruct
the entire block without errors, even if some shreds are lost along the way.
With N = 6 data shreds and additional K = 3 shreds, we can lose up to 1/3 of
the shreds and still be able to reconstruct the entire block fully.
●

Propagation is prioritized according to their stake. Validators with the most
stake are put closer to the current leader. A stake-weighted selection
algorithm is used to create a tree where the risk of faulty or malicious nodes
is minimized.

Figure 1.3: Shred propagation diagram [13]
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Figure 1.4: Shred propagation between two neighborhoods [13]

3.4 Gulf Stream –Transaction Forwarding Protocol
Gulf Stream is Solana’s mempool-less solution for forwarding and storing
transactions before processing them.
In traditional blockchains, each node reserves a part of its memory for the memory
pool. This memory pool, more commonly referred to as mempool, is used to store
transactions currently being broadcasted over the network but have not been
processed and added to the blockchain as a part of a new block yet.
This implies a huge communication overhead where every transaction must reach
every other node in the network. While not everyone necessarily needs to be aware
of all transactions in the mempool, they are the most important for miner and
validator nodes (depending on the type of a network), which must include them in
new blocks.
If there are more transactions in the mempool than can fit in the block, the backlog
of transactions is created. This can generally lead to increased transaction fees for
users who need to push their transaction ahead of other transactions, as it is
economically viable for the nodes securing the network to prefer transactions with
higher fees. This is currently not possible on Solana, but on the other hand, the
network is so fast with its ~400ms block rate that the aim is to process all remaining
transactions almost instantaneously anyway.
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Since Solana aims to process potentially hundreds of thousands of transactions,
common gossip protocols used in other blockchains to propagate transactions to all
nodes are infeasible.

The Solution
The solution that Solana devised is to avoid having a single shared mempool and
instead push transactions to the edge of the network to the expected leader. The
leader receives the transaction as quickly as possible and can process it
immediately.
However, this solution has a catch. The expected leader must be known ahead.
Leaders are known in advance; their rotation is a function of the blockchain data
and is known one full epoch before. An epoch is the number of slots for which one
leader’s schedule is valid. It is set to 432,000 slots, and with a ~400ms block rate, it
takes about two days.

3.5 Sealevel –Parallel Smart Contract Runtime
Other blockchains are single-threaded global state machines. The only thing they
might do in parallel is signature verification. Solana introduced Sealevel, a
parallelized transaction processing engine designed to scale horizontally across
GPUs and SSDs.
Sealevel can theoretically process as many transactions as many cores are available
to the system. According to the source code, Sealevel is not yet parallelized on the
GPU level.
This is a major improvement that makes Solana a multi-threaded global state
machine, a thing not seen until Solana. Other blockchains, including the leading
Ethereum, can be considered single-threaded global state machines because only
one smart contract invocation can be processed at a time.
The reason this is possible with Solana is that each and every Solana transaction
describes all the states required to read and write to. Sealevel can then choose
non-overlapping instructions to be executed in parallel and not only that.
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Transactions that only read certain states can be executed in parallel as well. This is
a high-level description of how it works:
1. Sort millions of pending transactions.
2. Schedule all the non-overlapping transactions in parallel.

SIMD approach with GPUs
There is a great potential for GPU parallelization and leveraging its SIMD capability.
For example, in Nvidia CUDA, modern cards have thousands of CUDA cores and tens
of Streaming Multiprocessors.
When a CPU invokes a kernel grid, the blocks of threads are distributed among
streaming multiprocessors and executed using specific ALU execution units, usually
called CUDA cores and other SFUs (special function units).
The executed code is the same for all cores. Imagine a situation where there is a
single smart contract invocation but with numerous different inputs. This exact
workload can be efficiently executed on GPU architectures, such as Nvidia CUDA.
Since Sealevel is not yet optimized for GPU offloading, GPUs today are only used to
accelerate PoH and signature verification and only if it is available to the system and
the algorithm decides it is worth the overhead of launching the kernel grid.

BPF – Berkeley Packet Filter
There is one important thing that has not been covered in Sealevel yet. What
actually executes the code, and how it is done. The standard way is to use some
sort of a Virtual Machine (VM) and compile the code for it from any supported
language. This code gets deployed to the blockchain, and when the user sends a
transaction invoking this contract, the code gets loaded into the VM and executed.
Ethereum does this using its own Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Some other
blockchains make use of Web Assembly (WASM). Solana iterated through all possible
solutions and chose an unexpected VM called Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF).
Sealevel hands off transactions to be executed using an industry-proven bytecode
called the Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF), designed for high-performance packet
20
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filters. It can also be used for non-networking purposes. BPF and the extended BPF
(eBPF) are in-kernel VMs available in most UNIX-like operating systems. They are very
performant because their primary use was for packet matching, which needs to be
as fast as possible. It also has decades of development behind it.
The original version of BPF is now called classic BPF (cBPF), and this one could not
be used for anything other than packet matching. The Linux kernel now includes
only extended BPF (eBPF), a virtual machine with 64-bit registers. The eBPF is now
called just BPF.
It is worth mentioning that new modern firewalls are being built on top of the
extended BPF. BPF execution is currently parallelized only on the CPU level. What is
used is a modified version of BPF called rBPF, which runs in the user space instead of
the kernel. This was important as the kernel version of the BPF would not be able to
facilitate certain operations.

3.6 Pipelining – Transaction Processing Optimizations
It is not enough to be able to form a consensus and share a block with the rest of
the network quickly. A node must validate and execute all those transactions in
received blocks before another block comes.
For this reason, the Solana team developed something called the Transaction
Processing Unit (TPU) [14]. The TPU works as a processor and extensively uses
pipelining, a common CPU optimization that helps keep the chip more utilized by
splitting an instruction execution into stages. It is a general way to keep all the
hardware parts busy instead of idle. This concept of pipelining was borrowed, and
that is how the TPU was born.
The pipeline stages of TPU are following (Figure 1.6):
1. Data fetch in kernel space via network card (I/O)
2. Signature verification using GPU (very computation heavy if not offloaded)
3. Change of the state using CPU (banking)
4. Write to the disk in kernel space and send out via network card (I/O)
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Figure 1.5: Transaction processing unit [14]
In fact, there are two TPUs in the Solana node software. The one called TPU is used
for creating a new block, and the second one, TVU, where the V stands for validator
or validation, is used for validating. They may slightly differ. However, the concept
and functionality are very similar.

3.7 Cloudbreak –Horizontally-scalable Database
With fast computation, the obvious thing that becomes the new bottleneck is the
memory. For example, the industry-standard local database for storing blockchain
and state, LevelDB, does not support parallel reads and writes. That is fine for
Bitcoin or Ethereum, but not for a massively parallel system like Solana.
We could ask the question, why not store everything in RAM? It is too big; even for
enterprise machines and large servers, this becomes impossible over time. Therefore
Solana had to invent its own database system that supports parallel reads and
writes and scales easily with more disks.
This new database system is called Cloudbreak and makes use of memory-mapped
files. The data is therefore stored in files that can be accessed independently. A
memory-mapped file is a file that is mapped to the process’ virtual memory address
space and can be accessed directly without further system calls. The speed is still
limited by the disk I/O, but we get less overhead, and the kernel can store a part of it
in its page cache (also known as file cache).
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Reads in Cloudbreak are randomly distributed among available disks, as the data is
stored evenly. Writes in Cloudbreak use the Copy-on-Write semantics and are
appended to a random disk. Hence we get the speed of sequential writing. This is all
possible thanks to a clever system of bookkeeping. Old data entries are also
garbage collected for future use.
The design of Cloudbreak makes it ideal for hardware setups, such as RAID 0 with
fast NVMe SSDs. The Cloudbreak database was benchmarked by the Solana team.
The results show that even with 10 million accounts (unit of data storage on Solana
that will be described in the Programming model), a size that does not fit in the RAM
(i.e., cannot be cached by page cache in the kernel), Cloudbreak still achieves reads
and writes close to 1 million with a single SSD [15].

3.8 Archivers –Distributed Ledger Storage
Given that the Solana blockchain can grow at enormous speed, considering a full
capacity of 1 Gbps (with no overhead) for 365 days, it is roughly 4 petabytes of data
that each node would need to store to have a complete history. There is a concept
of a distributed ledger storage that would store this data in a decentralized fashion
for everyone else.
The idea is to offload the data from validators to these specialized network nodes.
The data is split into many small pieces and replicated so that the full state can
always be reconstructed. These specialized nodes are also contested on the
protocol level to ensure they store the data they are supposed to store, and the
data loss is prevented.
This concept is yet to be implemented. A potential implementation might be using a
new decentralized protocol for permanent storage Arweave1 or Filecoin2.

1
2

https://www.arweave.org/
https://filecoin.io/
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4. Programming Model
This section explains the programming model of Solana. There are a few
fundamental topics that any programmer who wants to use Solana needs to know
and study beforehand.

4.1 Communication with the network
Any user who chooses to interact with the network must interact with any of the
network’s nodes via a JSON-RPC or a WebSocket endpoint. The available methods
are all listed publicly in the Solana documentation3.
The methods vary from queries, such as specific account information, the network
state (an example shown in Listings 1.1 and 1.2) to sending transactions.

curl http://localhost:8899 -X POST -H "Content-Type:
{"jsonrpc":"2.0","id":1, "method":"getBlockHeight"}
'

application/json"

-d

'

Listing 1.1: Request of the getBlockHeight method

[{ "jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": 1233, "id": 1 }

Listing 1.2: Response of the getBlockHeight method

What is really important is the ability to send transactions. Sending a transaction is
the only way we can change data on the Solana blockchain. Any write operation is
done through the means of transactions.
Users are not required to use the RPCs directly. There are several libraries that
provide convenient interfaces for languages such as Javascript, Rust and Python.

3

https://docs.solana.com/developing/clients/jsonrpc-api
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4.2 Overview
The following steps can be thought of as an overview of what happens when an app
or any user interacts with the Solana network by sending a transaction. Terms, such
as instruction, account, or program, will be explained shortly, followed by a more
in-depth explanation.
1. An app or a user sends a transaction with one or more instructions to a
Solana node that accepts RPC requests.
2. The transaction gets validated and forwarded according to the deterministic
leader schedule to the next leader.
3. The transaction is validated and processed by the leader and included in a
new block, which is then streamed to all other validators who also validate
and process the transaction to reach the same final state.
4. During processing, the instructions in the transactions are passed to
programs that the developers have deployed in advance. This is the job of
the Sealevel runtime. The relevant accounts are modified by code in those
programs. Everything happens isolated in the VM. Instructions are executed
sequentially and atomically, which means that either all instructions finish
successfully or all changes made by any instruction within the transaction
are discarded.

4.3 Transaction Key Elements
Some of the transaction key elements should be explained first:
Signature Each digital signature is in the ed25519 binary format
consuming 64 bytes.
Account A key-addressable record on the Solana ledger.
Compact Array An array-like data structure that begins with a specially
encoded array length in the first 16 bits, followed by the array
items.
Blockhash A unique hash that identifies a block produced as a part of the
Proof-of-History algorithm.
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Program id The address of an account containing a program.
Instruction A structure specifying a program id for execution, relevant
accounts, and opaque instruction data that the program can
interpret.

4.4 Transaction Anatomy
A Solana transaction (Figure 1.6) consists of two major parts in the following order:
1. A compact array of signatures.
2. A message that contains a compact array of account addresses followed by
a recent blockhash and ending with a compact array of instructions.

Figure 1.6: Transaction anatomy
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4.4.1 Signatures
For signatures in the compact array of signatures, the Solana runtime verifies the
following:
●

The number of signatures must match the first 8 bits of the message header.

●

The signature is verified against the public key at the same index in the
message’s account addresses array.

4.4.2 Message
The message layout is shown in the following table:

Field Description
Header Message metadata
Accounts Compact array of account addresses
Recent blockhash Blockhash of recently produced block
Instructions Compact array of instructions
Table 1.1: Message layout
1. Header
a. # of required signatures in the transaction (8 bits).
b. # of read-only accounts requiring signatures (8 bits).
c. # of read-only accounts not-requiring signatures (8 bits).
2. Accounts
a. Addresses that require signatures with read-write access.
b. Addresses that require signatures with read-only access.
c. Addresses that do not require signatures with read-write access.
d. Addresses that do not require signatures with read-only access.
3. Recent blockhash
●

Transaction lifetime: transaction is deemed invalid if the blockhash is
older than 32 blocks.
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●

Transaction replay: identical txs get rejected, the blockhash can be
changed and the exact same action repeated. It works in a similar way
as nonce in Ethereum.

4. Instructions with the following instruction anatomy (Figure 1.7):
a. Program id index (index to Accounts).
b. Compact-array of account address indices (indices to Accounts).
c. Compact-array of opaque 8-bit data (what operations to perform and
any additional data).

Figure 1.7: Instruction anatomy

4.5 Account Anatomy
Just as in UNIX "everything is a file", in Solana "everything is an account". In other
words, an account is a memory buffer, an equivalent of a file in any file system. Its
main purpose is to store states between instructions and transactions. An address
often referred to as a public key or pubkey, is used to look up an account. Solana’s
account system can therefore be considered a key-value database system.
The key may be one of the following:
●

An ed25519 public key.

●

A program-derived account address (32byte value forced off the ed25519
curve).

●

A hash of an ed25519 public key with a 32-character string.
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The structure of an account is shown in the following table:

Field Description
Lamports Lamports in the account.
Data Data held in this account.
Owner The program that owns this account;
if executable, the program that loads this account.
Executable This account’s data contains a loaded program
(and is now read-only).
Rent Epoch The epoch at which this account will next owe rent.
Table 1.2: Account layout
1. Lamports
●

Balance of the account in lamports.

●

1 lamport = 10−9 SOL.

2. Data
●

Vector of bytes.

●

Maximum size of 10 MB (10 KB for PDAs).

3. Owner
●

The owner is a program id or a loader in case of an executable
account.

●

If the owner matches the program id, the program is granted write
access. Otherwise, it is only permitted to read its data and credit the
account.

●

All new accounts are owned by the System program that allows
transfers of lamports, allocating data, and assigning ownership to a
different program id.

●

An account is always owned by a program or a loader.

4. Executable
●

Turning a non-executable account into an executable one is a
one-way only operation.
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●

The account becomes read-only.

●

The owner of such an account is a loader that will load the code from
the data field of the account and start executing it if invoked.

5. Rent Epoch
●

For keeping accounts alive on Solana incurs a fee called rent.

●

An account is considered rent-exempt if it holds at least two years’
worth of rent.

●

Rent Epoch is the epoch number when the runtime checks again
whether the account should pay rent or is rent-exempt.

4.5.1 Account Types
There are three basic types of accounts on Solana. Note that this is not any sort of
official classification.
●

Data account storing data, also user wallets with an empty data field.
○

System owned accounts.

○

Program owned PDA (Program Derived Address) accounts.

●

Program accounts storing user-deployed executable bytecode.

●

Native accounts indicating native programs or special runtime accounts.
○

System

–

lamports

transfers,

data

allocation

and

ownership

assignment.
○

BPF Loader – uploading and launching executable programs.

○

BPF Upgradeable Loader – uploading and launching of upgradeable
executable programs.

○

Stake – program for staking SOL as a part of Proof-of-Stake
mechanism.

○

Vote – program for voting as a part of the Tower BFT consensus.

○

Native Loader – the owner of native programs and their loader.

○

SysVar

–

special

runtime

accounts

with

blockchain-related

information.
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4.6 Runtime Policy
Runtime policy or Sealevel runtime account rules are a set of rules enforced by the
Sealevel runtime to protect the security of the system and make Solana a safe and
predictable environment for its users. The following list of rules is taken from the
official documentation [16]:
●

Only the owner of the account may change owner.
○

And only if the account is writable.

○

And only if the account is not executable.

○

And only if the data is zero-initialized or empty.

●

An account not assigned to the program cannot have its balance decrease.

●

The balance of read-only and executable accounts may not change.

●

Only the system program can change the size of the data and only if the
system program owns the account.

●

●

Only the owner may change account data.
○

And if the account is writable.

○

And if the account is not executable.

Executable switch is a one-way (false→true) operation, and only the account
owner may set it.

●

No one can make modifications to the rent_epoch associated with this
account.

4.6.1 Compute Budget
Each transaction is given a compute budget to prevent abuse of the Solana nodes’
resources that could potentially lead to network failures or denial of service. When
the program consumes its entire compute budget or exceeds certain bounds, the
runtime halts the currently running instructions and returns an error.
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4.7 Calling between programs
4.7.1 Cross Program Invocation (CPI)
Cross Program Invocation (CPI) is a facility that allows us to call other programs from
within an instruction. The caller is halted until execution returns from the callee. An
important term associated with CPIs is a Program Derived Address (PDA).

4.7.2 Program Derived Address (PDA)
Programs can issue instructions containing signed accounts that were not signed in
the original transaction by using Program Derived Addresses (PDA). These accounts
are called PDA accounts. Program-derived addresses allow programmatically
generated signatures to be used when calling between programs.
PDA is an address deterministically derived from the program id and supplied
keywords (Figure 1.8). If needed, the resulting address is checked against the
Ed25519 curve and bumped off it with so-called bump seeds. Hence, there is no
private key.
When a program tries to invoke a CPI with such an address, the runtime takes the
supplied keywords and bump seeds, uses the caller’s program id, and repeats the
process. If the resulting PDA matches, the account is considered to be signed.

Figure 1.8: PDA generation
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5. Ecosystem
A brief sample of Solana's ecosystem projects follows.

5.1 Wallets
The Solana ecosystem consists of various user-facing products like wallets and
tools that allow anyone to easily create their token or a Non-Fungible Token (NFT)
and use the network without much hassle.
There are various web wallets, Android and iOS app wallets for smartphones, browser
extensions, and also official CLI tools. They differ in capabilities and out-of-the-box
support for various Solana projects or being developer-oriented. The major
ecosystem wallet providers include:
●

Phantom (iOS/Android apps and all major browser extensions)

●

Solflare (Web wallet, iOS/Android apps, and chrome-only extension)

●

Sollet (Developer-oriented web wallet and chrome-only extension)

The only supported hardware wallets to safely interact and store keys to access
cryptocurrencies and other assets are now Ledger products:
●

Ledger Nano S

●

Ledger Nano X
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5.2 Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
There are many financial products available, bringing the traditional banking but in a
decentralized coat – known as Decentralized Finance (DeFi).
Decentralized exchanges (DEX) and swapping services offer a way to easily trade
SOL or any available token for any other token:
●

Project Serum

●

Bonfida DEX

●

Raydium Swaps

●

Orca Swaps

●

Jupiter Aggregator

●

Mango Markets

Decentralized bridges offer a way to bridge tokens from blockchains such as Bitcoin
or Ethereum to Solana, allowing them to be used in the Solana’s DeFi products:
●

Wormhole Bridge

●

DeBridge Finance

Liquid staking of SOL and synthetic assets:
●

Marinade Finance

●

Synthetic

●

Sypool

5.3 NFT Marketplaces and Metaverse
There are multiple NFT marketplaces to trade NFTs (see Chapter 6 for more about
NFTs), which are theoretically supposed to represent a certificate of ownership of
something, nowadays usually some kind of an auto-generated image.
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The trend of NFTs is closely coupled with an old-new concept of Metaverse, an
artificial world where people could meet as virtual avatars and show off their
collectible NFTs.
NFTs may find useful applications in the future for representing real-world items,
such as concert tickets, but it remains to be seen if they offer any real advantage in
practice or if the technology continues to be used largely for speculation.
Some of the projects include:
●

Metaplex Protocol

●

OpenSea Marketplace

●

Solanart Marketplace

5.4 Web3 and Games
First games built on Solana are starting to appear, using the blockchain as a back
end (see Chapter 7 for more about gaming) – this type of development paradigm is
referred to as Web3. In general, any application using blockchain as a layer of data
and business logic can be considered Web3.
When a user visits such a website, they can usually connect their wallet with the
website and interact with it by sending transactions that could, e.g., post a
message on a Web3 social media platform or place an order on a decentralized
exchange.
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6. NFTs
Solana Blockchain surpasses $2 Billion in All-Time NFT sales (since Q1/2021), all
thanks to Metaplex. NFTs were one of the Solana ecosystem's biggest accelerators
during that year.
Metaplex suite offers essential tools for NFT creation on Solana, including the NFT
Metadata program itself, minting tools and marketplex, and auction toolkits.
Outside of the essential tools, the toolkit also contains many other rather
experimental tools like Fireball, Fuse, and Gumball that enable NFT creators to do
many different things with their NFTs on Solana.

6.1 Metadata Program
The concept of NFT in Solana is quite different compared to EVM blockchains. Unlike
EVM, NFT on Solana is just a normal SPL token (on EVM, NFTs are vastly different from
ERC-20 tokens) - so transfers and other basic operations are handled the same way
as any other SPL token.
NFTs are essentially SPL token mint accounts with the following characteristics.
●

It has a supply of 1, meaning only one token is ever in circulation.

●

It has zero decimals, meaning there cannot be such a thing as 0.1 tokens.

●

It has no mint authority, meaning no one can ever mint additional tokens.

These basic attributes are stored in a standard mint account, just like for any token
on Solana. But what if we want to store more metadata associated with a particular
NFT? This is where the Metadata Program comes in with Metadata Account. The
Metadata Account is attached to a Token Mint Account hash using a PDA.
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Figure 1.9: Metadata Account attached to SPL mint account
That Metadata Account holds much valuable information associated with the NFT
token that can be used throughout the ecosystem. For instance, it maintains a list
of creators for the token. Each creator has a Verified attribute that, when True,
guarantees the token was signed by that creator. Each creator also has a Share
attribute that can be used by marketplaces to distribute royalties. Another
important attribute of the Metadata Account is the URI attribute that points to a
JSON file off-chain.
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6.2 Metadata Anatomy
The Metadata Account assigned to the token’s Mint Account is mandatory for NFTs
on Solana, and it is essential to understand all the fields stored in the associated
Metadata Account.

Field Description
UpdateAuthority Address of the update authority
Mint Mint account address
Name Name of the NFT token
Symbol Symbol of the NFT token
URI URI linked to off-chain data
SellerFeeBasisPt. % Fee on the secondary sales
Creators An array of creators of NFT
IsMutable Can NFT be updated?
Table 1.3: Shortened on-chain metadata account layout
One important attribute of the Metadata Account is the URI attribute that points to
a JSON file off-chain.

6.3 Off-chain Metadata Structure
Both fungible and non-fungible token metadata are stored off-chain on Solana. This
is used to safely provide additional data while not being constrained by the fees
involved in storing on-chain data. Off-chain metadata follows a certain JSON
standard to maintain compatibility between different use cases (e.g., different
wallets, marketplaces, DEXs).
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Field Description
name Name of the asset
symbol Symbol of the asset
description Text description of the asset
image URI pointing to the asset's logo
animation_url URI pointing to the asset's animation
external_url External URL linked to the asset
attributes NFT “Traits”/Different specifications
isMutable Can NFT be updated?
properties An object of linked assets with the NFT
Table 1.4: Off-chain metadata in JSON format. Pink attributes
are also applicable to fungible tokens (e.g., USDC)
Linking additional off-chain assets is possible with NFT on Solana. Metaplex
standard enables us to use the properties field to link multiple assets of different
file types. You may use the ?ext={file_extension} query as part of the file link and
the “type” attribute to provide context on the file type.
Currently, the following files are supported by the standard (but we may link any file
type if our application is ready to handle that content).

●

"image" - PNG, GIF, JPG

●

"video" - MP4, MOV

●

"audio" - MP3, FLAC, WAV

●

"vr" - 3D models, GLB, GLTF

●

"html" - HTML pages
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6.4 Storing off-chain Metadata
Due to the nature of the token’s metadata, some of the larger data is usually stored
off-chain because it is not worth storing them on-chain. This holds for Solana and
other blockchains. There are various methods of storing metadata, and associated
files – some ideal, some less, and if chosen poorly, may be an entry-point of some
exploits.

6.4.1 IPFS Storage
One of the recommended methods of storing off-chain data is using decentralized
storage methods (e.g., IPFS) or other blockchain networks focused on file storage.
IPFS usually split the uploaded file into smaller chunks that are cryptographically
hashed and given a unique fingerprint called a content identifier (CID).

Figure 2.0: Off-chain file hashed and divided into multiple nodes in IPFS system
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A good example of an off-chain storage solution is a network called Arweave. When
a piece of data is added to the Arweave network, the user pays a fee upfront during
upload; this is an “interest” that is stored to pay the nodes that serve the files
(interest is calculated based on file size). Over time, interest on this one-time
upfront payment is given to those that offer hard drive space and serve the file
when accessed by the client. IPFS networks also have “testnet” like Solana, where
we can test our uploads for free - but the files are usually garbage collected after a
short period.

6.4.2 Centralized Storage
Nothing stops us from serving the off-chain metadata from standard centralized
solutions (basic web servers or cloud solutions like AWS or Azure). However, this
approach is less than ideal in many cases where we want to remain immutable.
NFTs are susceptible to modifications (linked metadata can be easily mutated even
if the associated on-chain token itself is immutable) or displayed differently to
different clients based on their geolocation or application that is displaying the
data by appropriately configuring the server that is serving the data.
When data is stored using centralized solutions, an attacker can gain access to that
particular server and modify the NFTs’ off-chain metadata or erase them, essentially
deleting or modifying the data linked to a specific NFT token.
On the other hand, centralized solutions can have certain advantages if we want to
dynamically adjust the NFT metadata fast without additional cost associated with
updating the metadata and token (e.g., in games where NFT attributes of an item or
character are frequently updated based on player progress).

6.5 Candy Machine
As the name suggests, Candy Machine (currently v2) is a program used to mint a
random NFT, link metadata to the NFT token, and set up a "fair auction" for
customers. When the user pays the Candy Machine required tokens specified by the
creator, it mints and transfers a random NFT from the uploaded collection to the
payer's wallet. The creator initializes a candy machine program with particular
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settings and uploads the whole collection metadata divided into so-called config
lines using a toolkit called Sugar.

Field Description
authority Pubkey of the update authority
wallet Wallet that receives the mint funds
token_mint Optional payment SPL token
items_redeemed Number of already claimed NFTs
data Structure containing candy machine
settings (CandyMachineData)
Table 1.5: Candy Machine initialization structure
While the implementation is complex, the Candy Machine structure is fairly
straightforward. Outside of the basic settings for authority, treasury wallet, and SPL
token mint, one of the underlying structures called “data” contains all of the
specific settings for the candy machine - including the basic metadata for all of the
minted NFTs and configuration of features described below (Whitelist, Gatekeeper,
etc.)

6.5.1 Mint Randomization
In the previous version of Candy Machine, it was feasible to estimate the specific
NFT that would be minted during a generative NFT launch because the mint would
happen in sequential order. The new version eliminates this possibility by using an
unpredictable (pseudo-random) mint index, which is not possible to easily
determine in advance by picking a random config line index calculated from
recent_slothashes sysvar.

6.5.2 SPL Token Mint & Whitelist
Users can create numerous configurations for NFT whitelists. These whitelists are
executed by minting an SPL token that is used to pay for the mint together with the
mint fee itself; the creator can then distribute this whitelist token (also called claim
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token) as needed. Another essential feature is the ability to pay for the mint using
any SPL token, not just native Solana. During Candy Machine initialization, we can
specify both the whitelist token mint account and the SPL mint account used for
mint.

6.5.3 Botting Protection
By incorporating Captchas, mints have been limited to humans, which means far
fewer bots. Candy machines can now use a captcha provider that will require users
to resolve the captcha before NFT can be minted. Candy Machine also includes
botting penalty charges to programs for submitting “invalid” CPI transactions —
masses of failed transactions identified as coming from an automated program.

6.5.4 Sugar CLI & Configuration
Sugar is a Candy Machine CLI written in Rust. Users can use Sugar to easily initialize
the candy machine, upload metadata, and update the existing candy machine as
needed with just a few commands. We can also use Sugar to deallocate the candy
machine when the mint is over.
If you have used Candy Machine before, this process will be familiar. We need to
create a .json file corresponding to each digital asset using a simple number format
starting with 0 and increasing sequentially, never skipping a number (e.g., 0.json
maps to 0.png, then 1.json maps to 1.png). We can also create an optional
collection.json and collection.png to automatically enable Sugar to create an
on-chain collection.
Metaplex has a sample set of assets we can download and work with to be
consistent. You can edit the JSON to include whichever values you would like, as
long as it complies with the off-chain metadata schema described above.

6.5.3 Mint UI
Each NFT project using Candy Machine to mint NFTs is always designated with a
unique Candy Machine ID (CMID). We can interact with the deployed candy machine
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like with any Solana program. For the most straightforward possible setup, we can
use the front end that Metaplex provides us (React-based) or develop our custom
frontend when needed. Like with any web application, we can use any hosting
solution. However, the best possible way is using serverless solutions like Vercel,
where we can easily deploy the frontend with a simple pipeline.
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7. Gaming
First games built on Solana are starting to appear, using the blockchain as a back
end – this type of development paradigm is referred to as Web3. In general, any
application using blockchain as a layer of data and business logic can be considered
Web3.
When a user visits such a website, they can usually connect their wallet with the
website and interact with it by sending transactions that could, e.g., post a
message on a Web3 social media platform or place an order on a decentralized
exchange.
Thanks to Solana's possible throughput and cost of transactions, it represents an
ideal solution for onboarding game communities and the possibility of even deeper
integration of decentralized functionality into real-time and idle games.

7.1 Basic use-cases
Most current Web3 games have quite a basic connection to the blockchain, usually
based on the usage of in-game NFT digital assets, while the game logic still runs on
some centralized solution. The player connects a wallet to the game, and the game
fetches the player’s digital assets that can be used in-game. Another strong use
case is the in-game economy and in-game purchases using the SPL token.
On the other side of the spectrum, there are some games that run the game logic
completely on-chain. One of the examples is a Ladder Caster - essentially an online
board game where all the users share the board simultaneously.
It's all about the game design itself. We can deploy the whole game on-chain if we
want to create some idle or turn-based games. But for fast-paced and real-time
gameplay, the solution will always enable only some web3 features while still relying
on standard centralized architecture for the game back end.
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7.2 Game Engine Integration
There are various connectors for leading game engines like Unity or Unreal Engine.
These connectors usually enable the game to import or create a new wallet
keyphrase and then interact with Solana using a specified RPC Connector.
These connectors can check SPL-token balances, initialize SPL-token transfers, and
subscribe to the WebSocket events directly in the game to enable the
functionalities described above.
Javascript-based engines for web games like PhaserJS or ImpactJS can use web
wallets just like any other web application to obtain the same level of functionality.

7.3 Gaming platforms in Web3
Onboarding new casual users into the Web3 world is an ongoing challenge for
crypto and NFT platforms due to the complexities of handling crypto wallets and
taking custody of assets.
For example, Fractal.is is a Solana NFT gaming platform, streamlining this process by
offering users a “virtual” wallet that can be set up via one click. The player can then
be instantly transferred in-game. The advantage here is that the player has a single
wallet for all his Fractal-compatible games and can share the game data between
them while also having a community of players he can interact with. Optionally the
user can export their virtual wallet private key from Fractal and switch to
self-custody when required.
Frameworks like Fractal also offer custom API, which different games can use to run
web3 tournaments, share the game information between players, and essentially
use very similar features that networks like Steam or Playstation network already
offer in the web2 world.
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